Year 12: HSC Music Course

Task 3a: AURAL
Due Date: Monday 25 February
Period 3

Date Distributed: Term 1 Week 2

Task Weighting: 10% total

Outcomes




H4. recognises and identifies the concepts of music and discusses their use in a variety of
music styles
H6. observes and discusses concepts of music in works representative of the topics studied
H10. demonstrates a willingness to participate in performance, composition, musicology and
aural activities

ASSESSMENT OUTLINE
1. WHAT AREAS OF LEARNING DOES THIS ASSESSMENT ADDRESS?
This task addresses your understanding of the concepts of structure, pitch, duration, tone colour,
texture, dynamics and expressive techniques, as well as unity, contrast, variety and interest, together
with other ways composers manipulate the concepts of music to achieve a musical outcome. It also
addresses your ability to write about musical works in detail, with appropriate use of musical
terminology.

2. WHY IS THE COMPLETION OF THIS ASSESSMENT IMPORTANT?
This task will give you practice at the skill of listening to unfamiliar pieces of music, analysing each in
terms of the concepts of music and preparing a written response that is detailed in content.

3. WHAT STEPS DO I TAKE TO COMPLETE THIS TASK?
Task Outline
The task comprises two extracts of music of varying styles, each with its own set of questions. You
will need to analyse each extract in terms of the question and then write 1-2 pages on each. Point
form answers and labelled diagrams are acceptable responses, so long as analytical detail is evident
overall.

Details for Presentation
All answers are to be written in the spaces provided on the task paper: the spaces provided on the
paper indicate the approximate length of the answer expected. Extra writing paper will be available if
necessary.

4. HOW WILL MARKS BE AWARDED TO MEASURE MY LEARNING?
There are two questions of equal value. Generic marking guidelines are provided below. Each
question will be marked out of 8 and the total of 16 marks will be rescaled to 5.

